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The Power of Communication!

iReport: A digital platform for reporting and participation
Royal HaskoningDHV is an independent consultancy which integrates 140 years of engineering expertise with digital technologies and software solutions. We design, safeguard, and maintain the built environment - from infrastructure, mobility and buildings to energy, water supplies and industrial sites.
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The reason for digital transition in IA

EIA is an aid to decision-making
How to improve?
Is information accessible?
Start working differently
Visual information!
A growing use
From digital report to digital platform
"Better informed decision-making"

**VISUALISE YOUR INFORMATION**
Maps, Videos, Models, Graphs

**ACCESS VIA CLOUD**
On laptop, PC, tablet, phone and offline accessible via PDF

**LAYER THE INFORMATION**
Layer your information via interactivity to address a variety of users

**PARTICIPATE VIA IREPORT**
eParticipation modules enable stakeholder engagement GDPR-proof

**CONTROL YOUR QUALITY**
Version management, workflows

**CONNECT YOUR DATA**
Word, Excel, Autodesk, ESRI, HTML, CSS, JavaScript

**STAY COMPLIANT**
Web Accessibility, Secured Identity and Access Management
The developments continue
And developments are going fast
Demo: frontend

The power of visuals

- Navigation
- (Interactive) visuals
- Web accessibility
- Digital participation
- PDF of online content
- Frontend feedback module
- Public or login (or both)
Easy to do? Glance of the backend

- Uploading existing Word or Excel file
- Editing
- Workflows and tasks
- Version control
- PDF builder
Let’s continue the conversation!
Post questions and comments in the IAIA24 app.
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Visit us at the RHDHV booth here in Dublin!